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EVOline®

 Kitchen recipes
The kitchen is the heart of the social life of any home.
Nobody spending time here wants to worry about safety.

Carefully designed and individually adapted electrical systems 
make life much easier. The highly aesthetic EVOline products meet 
these needs by being both convenient and reliable.
Retractable sockets create space and clarity, make good use of 
dead space and comply with all safety requirements. EVOline kitchen 
solutions combine elegant, functional design with longevity.

These benefits are appreciated by kitchen manufacturers and 
professional chefs, who integrate EVOline into their kitchens.
EVOline products are modular offering unlimited possibilities for 
individual configurations. The EVOline configurator supports you 
selecting the right product for your needs.

All elements are individually tested, documented and certified.
Built-in electrification modules:
Whether they are in a table or worktop, the EVOline solutions create 
space and clarity as well as being quickly available whenever they 
are needed.
 

We provide perfect connections for your kitchen.



EVOline®

 BackFlip

Kitchen – Electricity - Water – no problem!

When closed, the EVOline BackFlip is just a thin plate 
on the work surface. No water can enter the electrical 
system. At the touch of a finger it flips 180 degrees and 
presents its functional elements:

2 sockets and a USB charger lie high enough above the 
work surface to protect them from water ingress. 
The low installation depth of just 53 mm means that the 
module can be mounted above drawers or fixed kitchen 
appliances.



EVOline®

 Port Cuisine

Visible on demand.

With EVOline Port Cuisine socket, plugs and cables disappear 
in the table.
Just the collar and cover of the EVOline Port are visible on 
the surface- illuminated on request by using energy-saving 
LEDs in blue, red, green or white.

A gentle touch of a finger lifts the cover to enable easy pull 
up of the Port. Equally gentle pressure and the EVOline Port 
- complete with plugs - disappeards in the aperture. The 
rocking cover creates enough space for cable exit.
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EVOline®

 Square80

Innovation for smallest spaces.

The EVOline Square80 was specifically designed for 
a standard 80 mm apertures. The cover, which slides 
easily to one side, is not just visually pleasing; 
it can also be equipped with a Qi charging function. 
This technology allows wireless induction charging 
for devices that comply with the Qi standard, such 
as smart phones.
Under the cover one socket for the country of use and 
a USB charger are standard.
The EVOline Square80 can also be supplied with a 
CAT 6 socket with cable and plug or a pull out 
CAT 6 patch cable.
The unit is fastened below the worktop using a quick 
lock system. (Patent pending)



EVOline®

 V-Port

For corners in kitchen, bars and offices.

There is nearly always space available under the 
wall-mounted cupboards of a kitchen - or even inside 
the cupboards themselves, especially in the corners 
between walls and cupboard units.
This is the perfect location for the EVOline V-Port.
The EVOline V-Port is elegantly housed in stainless steel 
optics. At a touch of a finger the sockets emerge.

The product is also available with an additional USB 
charger.



EVOline®

 FlipTop Push

At the touch of a finger.

The FlipTop Push is an elegant, flush-mounted built-in 
solution for all worktops that require power and charging 
sockets for tablets and smart phones.

Easy to clean stainless steel surface.



EVOline®

 Dock

Kitchen expert.

Ideal for installation under hanging cupboards and 
on worktops.
All connections handy and close together.
Can be configured as a charging station for smart 
phones or tablets, also with USB charger if required.



EVOline®

 R-Dock

Variable. Combinable. Convenient.

The EVOline R-Dock can be installed in any 
90-degree corner.
Its gently sloping front makes it easy to use.

Available in various versions.



EVOline®

 V-Dock

Comfortable.

The EVOline V-Dock transforms dead corners in the kit-
chen 
into functional spaces. It is variable in length and 
can be mounted in a horizontal or vertical position.
A further benefit:
The connection cable is kept out of sight behind the 
profile.
The 45° angle of the EVOline V-Dock makes it easy to 
connect power or data cables.

Individual modules options available.



EVOline®

 T-Dock

At home in the kitchen.

A solid stainless steel pillar holds the EVOline T-Dock 
clear of the table top. This creates more work space and 
in the kitchen and provides a safety gap between the 
power supply and potentially moist surfaces.
Secure cable routing through the pillar. Fixed from below 
with screw-nut.



EVOline®

 FrameDock

Universal fit.

The EVOline FrameDock fits flush on horizontal and vertical 
surfaces – a kitchen worktop, 
a wall or the side panel of a piece of furniture.
The low installation depth and simple installation from 
surface side make it easy to fit virtually anywhere. 
This discreet unit combines high quality design with 
individual power and data module options.



EVOline®

 Plug

Multiple award-winning design and function.

The extra-flat EVOline Plug saves space on your work 
surface and can easily be fitted retrospectively to any 
electrical appliance.
Its intelligent joint mechanism turns the handle into 
a lever, which allows releasing the Plug from the 
socket with minimum effort.
Even if the cable is jerked, the EVOline Plug is released 
without damage.

Ausgezeichnet mit dem 1. Preis
Universal Home: Product Design

11. Designpreis des Landes
Nordrhein-Westfalen

Ausgezeichnet mit der
IENA Goldmedaille



Everything about EVOline®

Visit us online.

Visit our homepage to find out everything you need to know 
about the multiple design- and technology-related awards 
received for our products, systems, developments and visions 
– as well as information about our company.

Become a co-designer: 
with the EVOline configurator, we will provide you with the ability 
to design your own personal EVOline product.

Do you have any questions regarding our products or distribution 
partners? Please contact us via our homepage or by phone.

We’d be more than happy to help you.

Schulte Elektrotechnik 
GmbH & Co. KG

Jüngerstraße 21
D-58515 Lüdenscheid

phone  +49 23 51 / 94 81-0
fax  +49 23 51 / 4 26 58

E-Mail  info@schulte.com
Internet  www.evoline.com
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